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Ad4 youreicperience to the. ICE Resource,Center. Send ma-
terials that you've prepared so that we can share them
with others working in the development field. Your tech-
nical insights serve as the basis for the generation of
ICE manuals, reprints and resource packets, and also
ensure that ICE is providing fhe'rrost updated, innovative

problem-solving techniques alld'informatlon available to
you and your fellow development workers.

Peace Corps
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PORIMORD

x.

Crafts is considered bar many people to ben useful and appropsiete
activity withid a prevocational

training and-work evaliation programfor the blind. It pertainly'providcs blind people with an excellent ipmeans of learning to manipulate small and delicate things and otters
to the evaluator a good chines to appreciate the manual dexterity ofhis client.

Thicmanual is, therefore, an outstanding effort on the part of
Mrs. Grace Manna to contributein a positive and lasting way to the
advandement of-this kind of training. Mri. Munns has not only made agood guide to teach Naomi to the blind - much desired by instructors
of crafts.- but has reminded us that even with the most down to'earth
of all teaching techniques, it .s pOssible to organize the knowledge
and put it into meaningful words

for the benefit of others. Let us.
hope that other instructors

in underdeveloped countries, as Colombia
14,011 find inspiration in the example she has set and will follow
throiigh. The result would be the eni;ichment'of:our knewhouend better
training for our clients. It is necessary thit our instructors of
crafts send all.of the -other areas of trarning and' adjuitment realise
that their eXperiences are valuable to others and that many-are eager
to read them if someone cares to wilts them down. ,

14Mrs..Munns came to CgAC,in 1974 as a Peace Coos volunteer to
teach ,rafts and techniques of daily living. She has done her fob
more than woll. Ilsoauso Of that she is presenting us with a manual
containing her owd findings and ekpariencei, that no one would want to
pass over. To her and to the Peace Corps we express our deb0 appreciat-
ion.

Joaquin Correi
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INTRODUCTION

ti

..41 4

"Thid\manual is intended to help'those with little or no craft experience

,rehabilitation

working with the blind. The projects illustrated here have been used in, a
rehabilitation program oriented toward manual dexterity for blind adults. But
it is possible, with some modifications, that they could be used as success-
fully with children. The program begins with simple projects and progresses
to more complicated ones that demand a higher degree of skill and ability.

The purpose of this program is

degree of skill developed will vary

the ovae with sighted persons, some

.this, the results of their projects

to teach a person to use their hands. The
from individual to individual since, as is
are more giited than others. Because of
will also'vary accordingly.

While there are many draft projects suitab?..e and available for a. blind
,person to learn, it was flUnd by ttial.and error that the following projo04,
in the order listed, were the most successful.

A lot of trainees. have becohe quite adept at' macrame.. An important fact
tg remember is that no tiro people tior Ch;ix problems are aliki. While these
projects are possible for most.people, roe in a while a person cannot do all,
some, -or even of them,, In this case, you must try to'find another project
that they can do because it is vital to that:4 rehabilitation that they succeed
at'something. At the end of this mantel are some suggested projects suitable
for such persons. , \

In introduciag.the projects; theres norelationthiP to time except for
the first day. This'iebecaUse. it is-of no consequence. . A trainee is neither
encouraged nor discouraged regarding time; he simply takes allthe time 'he
needs. The projecti are numbered in the order in which they, are presented.
One trainee may complete number 1, 2 and 3 the first day, then become"bogged
down" with, number 4 for several days. Anothermay have diffigulty with number
1 or 2 and, work en it for a week, but sail through number 4 in one ,clay. There
dd seem to be average times taken fer'ihe prdjects and these estimates will be.
given as guidelines only. .If a trainee takes lore or less time, it is of no
Importance. The,classeg are for,fifty minutes, one period each day. Whena
project is advanced far enough,

a trainee cam work independently outside of
-class if "he cares to. This, again, is neither encouraged nor discouraged;
There is no feeling,. of'competitlba.Atieinde id praised and' encouraged whin
he dbes well, regardless of J2bW much time.it took. The,average time for the
catirie.14.5ix months, but thid varies alio. AftedOne month'ihe trainee is
ovaltiated by the instructors of all the areas st Which tili'estimAps.afe.
giyen as to. the amount of iime'believed to be needed,fttAierehattilitation:"

Re may excell in some areas, such as braille or typing, and.worl'c more slowly
in others. A trainee can complete his ooprses in as little time as tour months

,

or it may be necessary forhiato,takalseven or eight pinths. Of addrie these

4
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are very short periods and years or more would be better. But, for many
reasons, that is not possible at oRAC.

Therefore, it is our-goal to give_
the best possible training in the small amount of time available.

Pressure and teqsion are to be avoided at all coats, And, remember,
even though your trainee cannot see you, any, slight displeasure with him
will most certainly show in your voice and will be sensed immediately.
Xn this work, patience As mul.than

a virtue...it is a noiessity and if
. you 'lack it, thisols no awl to read the rest

of thikmanukl. -Tour timewill be bettespint hooking for another Job!
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HELPFUL HUTS,

It is wise to have your classroom
arranged ao as to allow for ample

movement. (Long, narrow tables with trainees
sitting on one side oz y and

facing the teacher's desk is a desirable arrangement. It is best to limit
the number of trainees to four or !pie, six at the moot. Observe the trainees
at all times and ir they, are obyiously having problems, assist them. Other-
wise, let them work alone at their,Own speed. Many times they will not,be

.

working correctly but will be unewarlof it. In such a case, of course,-youassist them.

Have a place fortes:3h trainee to keep his own materials, even if that
place is only a small box. A set of file drawers is ideal.. When he leaves
the table to put airay his work, he must always push hic chair baOk close to
the table so it will not cause another person to stumble. As nearly as is,
possible, everything in the room Should always remain in the same location.
In case it is necessary to rearrange it, you shodd al4ays advise the trainee
of the change. 'Rup011es that are used regularly4suoh as weights and holders,

)-ehould be kept readily available on each desk.

Foitunately, almost any fibre or grass-like material Can be used for
macrame. Whatever is pientiful in your area can be madivichto beautiful designs.
It is easier to work with fibrous

materials because they are dry, most of the
grass-type materials have to be worked while wet.

Working methods can vary also, according materials on-hand.. Most
books recommend holding the cords with T pins, however, if these are riot
available, other methods of holding can be used. In our center we took
long-necked glass bottles, filled them with cement and put a wire hook in,
the top: When the cement dried and hardened, we put the bottle' iii a impel,.
bag and broke the glass. This left cement bottles which we then covered
with fabric. They make excellent weighted holders for small projects.

.At first, we used bottles'filled with
sand, but they proved to be dangerous.

'As we have concrete floors the .bottles

were constantly being knocked off the
tables and brOken. 2f this is not a

problem where.you are working, they do
work well for holding small projects.

Weights for larger projects which are also worked on the tables are
bricks covered with fabric.-

For larger projects, Such as the plant hangers, we use the window-guard
..

bars. However; hooks, ourtatm rods or anything sufficiently attachedto with-
stand hard pulling can be used. With these large projects, the trainee works k
while standing. ,/,-,

When the trainees are cutting cords from a ball of wring, it is a od

ir.
idea to keep the string in a'aentainer, otherwise it will fall to then .0r. 4

.e

/
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TEX KNOTS .FOR MACRAMX

Although many maorms6 patterns appear to be ciaispliestei, most oftheinp actually use but two basic knots:
the square khot And the double half hitoh.There are OW knots to be-learned, but for the purpose of this 'manual,

instructions will be given only for the basic knots needed foLthe projectsherein described
v-

_a

,TERMS 4

Holding cords: The stationery cords onto whip the tying cords are
tied.

. .

Tying cords: The cords used to form the knots.

Mounting cords: The knot's used to Se6ure the tying cords to the
holding cord .in order to begiri a project.

Butterfly: method:Of winding the ends of cords to make them
/shorter because Long cords tend to tangle easily.

KNOTS AND PATTON& MUDD POR THIS MANUAL,

4

0

4

Lark's Mead Knot (For mounting)

8

1.

D is the holdinkcord.
Fold-ABC in half and place loop first under D,'

then bring A.over D.

Pull the ends (B & C) through- A, pull the knot tight.

To reverse the lark's head.knot, work from over to under, in
°other words, reyersed:

9ir-
11

-5-
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,.Butterfly Ends,

)7-.
s ...,t

To keep long cords from tangeling,' butterfly the ends in the

following manner: Begin with the ,free end and wrap around -your

thumb and little.finger in a Figure 8. Work to within about

15" of the work,_slip Off hand and-secure with a rubber band

or string. A gentle pull will' release the cord as needed for

tying. 41

Alternating Cords

, t V

. -

41,

4 s

To utilize cords equally, it is necessary to change tying (A & 2)

And holding (C & D) cords.

To de.thim Place tying cords CAA B) over the holding cords (0 &E)

and Begin tying with C & D. A & B now become the holding cords. This

is usually done when the pattern is changed (leaving a small spacing.

between 'patterns) or when a bead is added.

12
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To begin a loop.for a plant hanger:

1) Pa all cordiftogether'tO'form a loop in the center.
2) With another 'cord IA) approximately lyard long, begin wrapping about 2"

left of center, leaving approximately 6". (Figure 1)
3) Continue wrapping 'closely. and tightly until there are about 4" of

wrapped cording to farm the loop.

4) Mint put both groups together, bring the 6" cord (A) UP to form a loop
and place it on-top of all the cords. (Figure 2)

5) Continue wrapping all cords together until the desired length, about

3" or' 4", then piacm thend of the wrapping cord (A) through the loop.
(Figure 3) I.

6) Pull the end of CordA until the loop and part of the other end of

Cord A disappear'into the center of the wrapping. Cut ttf ends of
Oord'A. This makes a secure binding without a knot,

This wrapping (falba used for securing groups of cords together
r . ,

;without !Wet making the loop. Simply begin with Step 4, using a
new cord for wrapp (frilitare '

Note:,' Wrap all cords tightly exeept about 1/2" from the end loop.
. if it is too tight -at the end,it will be difficult to pull

the loop; into the center of the wrapping-.
-

.

13
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1.'

Mount 2 cords at their midpoints wit larkts head knots on a holding coed.

There are now four cords. The 2 outside otitis are the tying cords: 'the

2 middle cords, the holding cords. P.

\

ti

0

I) Place the left tying cord A over the 2 holding cords B & C,

2)' -Next, place the right tying cord D over the first tying cord A. (Figs, 1)

3) Theh bringtying'cord D under holding cords B 04,-.P and over cord A,

'coming up4thrOugh the loop foried by A & B. (Fig. 2) Pull 'the knot

This is a completed half knot with the "bar" on the right,

I

To make .a, tall knot `square knot) reverse the procedure, beginning. With

tying.cord A on the,right and.ending with the bar on the left side. 4

(Pig. 3 1114Fig.4)

',When a series of. the same knot is tied, i.e. 5" of square knots, it is

called a sinnet.
1

14

a'
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.'Twieb: Half knots on one side

O

'13 C

O

When a halt knot is tied on one aide only.

a natural' twist results, For example:
, .

1) tie a half knot beginning on the right

side, with tying cord D.

2) 'Tie 3 more on the right side only.

3) Now reverse A & D and tie 4 hali"knots

'with the'tying cord on the right,

Continue in this manner, tying 4-cords on the

right, then reversing tying cords, tying' 4

more on the right, etc. This forms a natural,

attraotiie twist.

(Hotek One can tie more or less than 4

times on the right, or for that natter can

tie all on the left side, depending upon the

length'of the twist desired. Pour time's is

a goad average for Most materials.)

) Alternating &Mark !(riots

This pattern is formed by exchaiging tying

and holding 'cords in suoggedIng rows.

Mount 6 tying cords on holding oord with

lark's head knots. . -°

Ist row: Tie 3 squari-knots with 1 -2- -4,

5-6-7-8 and 9-10-11-12.

2nd row: Leave 1 1 2 free; tie 2 square

knots with 3-4-5 -ISA:net 'g- 8 -9 -1o,

leave 11 & 12 free.

,3rd row: Tie same as row 1: 1-2-3

5 -6.7 -8 and'9-10-4-1

'Continue in this pattern, od

alike, even rows alike, in other words, alt

holding 'cards every row. This sakes an

that can be used in many wayp. The knot

together each row, or space can be left

cleating a loose, laby effect.

15

red rows'
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pattern'
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Half Hitched and Double Half Hitches
t,

The Half Hitch is a loose, "looplike" Ai seldom used alone, but more often.
as the first stepAn-meking-a doUblehalf_hitch. i"

1) A', the tying cord, is alwayikbelow B, the holding cord: First, bring A over B.
2) Let aA form a loop on'top of B, then bring A uthder B and through the loop,

going over A.

) Pull the loop tight. This is not a firm kriot at this point. It needs

another "half hitch In order to seeure4t. (Pig. 1)

To'form the double half hitch (exactly as the half-hitch):

First, make the half hitch, 6

1) Then bring tying cord:A.Over holding cord B again.

.2): Let A form another loop on,top'oe B, then again brihg A under B Ind through
the loop,-going over A.

1. 3) Pull the loop tight' to form the completed knot. (dig. 2) .

(Note: -Tpis knot can be easily learned if the loops are always kept on TOP. -
The best way to assure' this its to keep the holding slord taut at all times.

If thd,,,loop tends to gO on the btittom, give a firm pull on the holding oord.
This will puil,the loop..on top again. Important: If you are tying to the

right, always hold holding cord in right hind and tie with the left band.

g tying to the left, hold it in the left hand amItie with the right.)

.06

tr

f
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This pIttern is ismde bytying double half hitches in a diagonal directions

Exemple:> Mount ..6 cords on hOld14 ()Ord with larksi'head knots.

1) Tie a row of horizonal double half hitches from left to right. (Fig. 1)

2) Divide the 12 cords Anto two groups, 6' on the left, 6-f on the right.

,3) With cord 01 on the left asthe holding cord, tie the.remaining 5 cords

on the left with diagonal double half hitches to the right. (Fig. 2)

4) Tie another row on the left (this,itime cord #2 is the holding cord). .014. 3)

5) Reverse directions and begin.with cord 012 on the'right as the holding cord

and tie diagonal double hits

Tie the second row on the right, he same (cord #11 is now the holdihg

and tie diagonal double es to the left. (Fig.

cord). (Fig. 5)

7) Now bOth left and right tying cords are in the center. Tie both together

in a plain, over-hand knot, to Join.

8) Now with the left holding cord (still in center) tie diagonal double half

hitches to the left. (Rig". 6)

9) Tie the second row to the left.

10) Now, withthe right holding cord (in the center); tie diagonal double half

. hitches to the right.

111 Tie the second row the same, to the. right. This completes the flower

pattern. (rig. 7) It can then be "alternated" in a design, if desired.

5.

1

17,
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Alternating Diagonal Double Half Hitches

-4-4-4.1-yrrY,r.Terrettr,-.ro

II/
F13.1

r Fi

Mount six cords on holding cord with'larkti head knots.

1) Make 1 row double hill' hitches, beginning at lett, tie to right.

2) Divide cords into 2 groups,'.6 om the left, 6 on the right.'

For Pattern: --,

3) HOw 1: Beginninvon the left side, with cord #1 as the holding cord,

e tie 5 diagonal double halt hitches to the right. (Fig. 1).

41 With cord #2 as the holding cord (#1 is now #6), tie another row of

didgonal-double half hitches to the right. (Fig. 2)

5) With cord #7 as the holding cord, tie 5 more knots of diagonal double

halt hitches to the right.

6) With cord #81, a* the holding cord (#7 is now #r2), tie another row of

5 diagonal double halt hitches to right.' This completes pattern row 1. (AN. 3)

7) Pattern Row
I

2:" Beginning do the right side, leave 3' cords (10, 11 6c;r2),

using #9 as, the holding cord, tie0 _diagonal double halt hitches to the

'left.

8) Using cord #`8 as
.
the holding cord, tie another row of diagonal double

, halt hitches to the lett. (Numbers 1, 2 and 3 will be left free.) This

conletes_iatterm-roy?,,the nalternating"row. 4)

9) For pattern row 3, foliar steps For row one to complete the alternating,.

pattern. (Pig. 5).

NS

I
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Instructions for Button and Cording for Closing.

(To be. used on' purse)

Material: 3ply Jute.
Cut a cord of jute, appioxittely 26r long.
1) 'Unravel the jute into 3 cords.: .-
2) Paste the 3 cords together with Scotch

1.
tape (or tie), then braid for 20"

3) ?listen end with Scotch tape & cut remaining
ends.

4) Remove the Scotch tape from.one end and
begin rolling.the braid tightly, sewing
as you Toll. (Figure'l)

5) When it ii rolled and sewed to the end,
cut off the SdOtchtape on that.end and
tuck the loose ends into the braid on
the back side. Fasten off thread.

(This makes a button about 1 3/4" in diameter.
Use more or lessyardage; as desired.)

'4

Cording for Closing Loop

Follow the same instructions for button, without rolling and sewing. When the desired
length of braiding is reached for a alosing loop, simply pass throUgh,the desired place

in the purse and soh, ends together.

''Instruotions for Owls (Shown on Cover)

(Figureson following pages) Material: Jute
Cut l cords each 2 1/2 yards long. Mount on 24" holding oord with lark's
head knots. (Thera are,now 24 cords.)

1) Divide the 24'cords into two groups of 12 each

2)" Beginning with the group on the left, using cord #1 for the holding cord,

tie a row of double )calf hitches to the center.

3) Using.corh12 for holding, tie a 24 row of double half hitches to the center.

4) With the group of cordson-the right, beginning on tIlle right with cord (f24

as the holding cord, tie a row of double half hitches:to the center.

5) With cord #23 as the holding cord, tie a second row of double half hitches

to the center. (Figare 1)

6) For nose: ie4esve,l/2" space. With the 4 center cords (111 & 12 b.nd 13 & 14)

tie 3 square knots.

7) Now pass cords 12 & 13 through apace lef,..between 12 and 13 above the square' knots.

8) Pass cord 11 through space,4ft between 11 & 12 on the left and pass cord 14

through owl left betwee03 & .14 on the right. (Figure 2)

9) .P1211 h11,4 cords tightly (this is,called a( "popeorna fact 'Then tie rone-m9re

:,square knot firmly beloi the "nose" 'to hold it in place.
. '4 10) Thread the let ey! (a bead or a seed) on cord 17 & the right eye on cord 1 18.

4

, (Continued)%%Ewe
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1

segiiihing with the left group of cords, from the oenter, with cord #12
for the holding cord, tie one rim 'of diagonal double half hitches to
the left: (ligure 3)

12) With cord #11 for trte' holding cord, tie ameeker row Of-diagonal double
?I half hitches to, the ' . X
13) Continue tying double half hitches to the left for A rows,tying close in

the oenter and gradually leaving more space at the edge to shape the
&ad. (Figure 4) 4.

14) Repeat the last 3 steps on the right side, reversing all directions,
i.e. tie from the oenter to the right.

0;
15), Put all cords together. With oorda #1,& 2 on the left and #2.3 & 24 on

the right, tie,a sdare knot over all the other cords to join:
- 16) Lay a small hranch (for perch) over all the cords and with-cords 1 &2,

titwo doublehalf hitches (for claws), using the perch for the holding
oord. Leave the othir cords below thebranoh And with cords 23 & 24,
tie two. more double half hitches for the, right claws,

17) Tie all cords together below perch with a yrappidg. Cut remaining corde
evenly, fringe for tail. (Figure 5) ' -.

For Baby Owl
a.

,

Cut 6 cords approximately 1 1/4 yards long and tie in the same manner as the
.

. .
large owl except instead of tying, six diagonal half hitches, tie only three,
both right and left sides. - :4. i . r
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PROJECT S

-1- SENSITIVITY TEST .f4-
41% , 'v v

.On the riTst day in olada,"thitraiilee,
after-a,guided tour of thecraft room, is giVen an eieroise to teetlhis,iensitiiity

to touch. Ae-is.given symbols to identity,
such'ass',a triangle, rectangle,

circle, sqliare,'spiral, etc. They, are of different
materials, lika'..metai, wood, pliableand sand paper. Some ate hollow, otherksara'solia,'

i.e. a triangle'made.of metal tubing, a aquas made osolid wood, etc. He is to identifythe
materials' as well as the, shapes.4This.is a ztnibletebt and most. traineesdo itrwell which makes for. a good beginning for thateacher-pupil

relation.shim., He bias sucCeeded with tie first regairement and, is pryohoksgioal*,

prepared for the next one. -I , ..

2- TYING PLAIN KNOTS or . 7 :

The trainee is given a-pihoe of string, approximately
12" long.. -with-.

instructions- to tie 5 or 6 simple, over-hand kAotsJ- (Figure 1)* ,It hecannot 'do this lyould
be.surprisedhow manfbavenever tried, especiallythose blind since birth), instruct him this manner: On the table makea loop with the right end of the str over the le'f't.- (Figure 2) Dothis several times until he gets the eel.. Neit,Tut the right end tblioughthe loop, going under the loop, then-pull both ends, at the slme time ( Figuto 3)After he, does this a few time04-usualfy.Ohderstailds.ind

can hold the_ stringin his hands_and tie a knot., Woweiert for some trainees inch more time itre-quire.--____

have htA tie knots with an eqUairsPace in betweef.them. By hold-ing the string, between the thuMitand
index finger after'eaohknot, he oaf'cteate an equal distance

Of.apprmximately.1/4".' (Figure 4) lItbUty'be nec-essary to,praotioeon mwera-fiedes ofatring, scrkeep tham\ahort to avoid
discouragement (not over 12".1006).

Make. sure ha can tie equal distancesbefore going on. (This could take several daps if he'' hat never before tieda knot.) 'E
s

Finally, giVe him two pieces of string; approximately
12"longoind love.him tie equal distance knots iith'the twos rings. "(Figure 5)` This should befairly simple if he has mastered the last exercise.

3- CDTTIN6 WITH SCISSORS

...'4 '
,

.,t' sWith a large, sharp pair of scissors, have the trainee practice cutting ,pieces of paper. Next, see if he can out fairly
straight strips, squares, etc.Some will have diffioult cutting anything.

,
Ilegxt, have them cut string. They do this by-putting the two ends together,'form a loop, putting thy scissors in the loop And oixteingjt in

bait.If the trainee does not kcal how,to.use the scissors, more time w41 be'needed for practice! It is difficult to. explain and so:One must'stmAr"get- '1.the feel" of it'. -
,. r ' -..

,-

. , ,..,
*All figurellustrations are on the following page:
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4- MEASURING

-18-

O

A tape geasure for a blind person's use cah be made by marking a tape

measure with staples on VW) inches. Designate the feet with a Second staple

placed in an opposite direction over the first, to form a oroSS. ( +) With

such Markings, it is easy for him to.learn to measure.

First, have-the trainee 'lay, the tape flat on the table and ask himAto find

different measurements, i.e.,4", 10", 3"; 21", 36", etc: When this is we/1

understood, have him measure and later, cut materials. Begin with a fairly- -

wide piece of ribbon or material, say 2" wide and 12" to 14" long. This pro-

f
ZIpet is most easily (accomplished by the trainee holdihg the tape measure and -

The material tg_his hand, matching the end of the ribbon*with the end of the

tape and holding both together with the thumb and index finger ofiherleft

hand, seek the desired measurement with the.thumb and,index'finger of the
.

, right hand. (Figure 6) When he finds the correct measurement, have him fold

....)gtd.cut. (Figure 7). -

. . .

.

Next,, use a smaller width of ribbon, say 1/2" wide and repeat.
, .

. 4

Finally, use string tithe same manner.
.....

-

Average time for these four projectsi 1 to 2 weeks.

l 5- EXERCISE FOR STRING BAG

Have. trainee: '
.

. ,

a) Measure and cut ,12 pieces of string:- approximately 20" long.

b) Cut, one more piece appro5imately 10" long, tie ends together.

c) Mount the 12 Strings'onto the tied string with larICIp head knots. (See P. 5)

d) Row 1: Tie strings, two at a time-r-each with one knCt, with equal

spacing.' (Figure 8) coe

e) °Row 2: Separate bile-first two strings, leave one apart, seParate'4

numbei three and fop string, tie #2 and #3 together. Continue the row

inthis manner,, having-one left at the end.. (Figure 9)

f) Row 3r Same as Row 1. -continue on in this mannereverk row Operating

the strings and tying alternating knots, like _fish -net. (Figure 10)

Aveiage time for this exercise: week.

C
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uneven= FOR SWIG SAO

a) .Measure and out 48 lengths otstring 110"

b) Out another string.approximatelyY4"
long, double it (fis added

strength) and tie ends.

40

c) Mount the 48 cord/On the tied, double
string with lark's head,

knots. (See F. 5)
1

There are now 96 cords. Separate each pair, one on the lelt'side, one
on the right side'ao,tkiet there are,48 cords on each side.: (Figure 11)

e) The trainee is now ready to start t7ing'the knots.(leerned in the string
bag: Aleroise). To keep the 'aides from getting mitred; itis,wise to tieone side in a large; loose knot and begin tying on thi other side: When
this side is finished, tie theid cords together with the'lime kind of
loose knot, untie and work the other side.. (Pigure12) Work in this
manner for 21 roll: /Soma trapees will naturelly.mike.longer spaces
between their knOts. This is not important as long as they are eqUar!However, do not allow the spaces to be longer than'1" in any case and

e"- 100 is better.). Frowthe beginning, the length of the pag at this
point should measure between 12 and.13 inches.

, .

f) Divide the .cords into two equal groups: 24 (doubles) on the left;
24 (doubles) on the right. Reaping them divided, work 4 more rows,
first on one side., then the other. (Figura43)

,

GAOg) With the first 4 Orings (2 groupsNil
2), braid for lebout 3", tie to

secure.. Continue with the next 4; itlore will.be 12 sets or braids on
either side. (Figure 14)

-
h) Por\phe upper part of the handles: On one aide, .divide the 12 braids a'

(6 and 6). Put the, of the cords togethet.in a loop, overlap and
tie them together in the'center with the middle part of a Oord which ;

is approximately 5 yards 16ng (the ends of which have been "butter-
!paid," deil. 6 and Insure 15.) Wrap the newii-formed "handle"
aopording to.wrapping instructions. (P. 7 and Figure 16)

.
Note: 'If some of the ends' are.too long, cut:Offso that. mens

be.longer than the finished, wrapped part of the handle.

i) -Repeat for the'other handle..

J). MilliOISH:FOR HALF KNOTS ANDSQUABE KNOTS (In order to finish
1- 'Cut 2 cords of string, each approximately 24?
2- Out,another cord, approximately 8" and tie its ends together.

Mount the.two,24" cords on the riled cord with larkle heed knots.
4- Make half Inmate and square knots. tSee P. 8)

(Continued):
'

'//
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Additional tips for eying instruotions for the square knot:

Lay all 4 cords flat on the table. Explain: "You have 4 cords, ne
on the left, one on the right. These are called 'tying oorde.' The two

4 in the center are called 'holding cords.' First, with the left tying cord,
make a half circle loop over the holding cord*. Now plane the right tying
cord, down over the first tying cord, and then under the two holding cords,
and then up through and overthe left circle loop.. With both hands, using
thumb and index fingers, pull both ends in opposite directions until tight."
(It is agood idea to hold the holding cords firmly for the trainee_until
he learns how to tie this knot. Repeat as he does the knot: "over...over...
under...over." This repetition, with rhythm, seems to aid in learning this
knot. Have trainee continue this exercise until he is acquainted with making
the square knot.

4

k) To complete handle:

Cut a piece of string approximately 6 yards long. At one end of one
of the handles, tie the 6-yard cord (in the middle of the cord).
(Figure l7,), 'Work square knotp over the wrapped handle (using the

-handle itself for the two holding cords). Cover the length of the
handle with square knots and tie off in the following manner:

After the last knot, separate the braids and tie the 2 cook ends
between the braids so the finishing knot doss not show. Tie several
times for added strength and trim. ends,

1) Repeat for other handle. This makes a beautifully-finished, strong
handle. (Figure 18)

Average time for making string bagO' 10 weeks.

(Note: This project takes more time thin any of the others.

One reason is because it is more tedious working with
string but string is easier to manage when first learn-
ing. Also,' by the .time a trainee finishes it, he has.

become accustomed to the Blass routine and can usually
work well with his hands.),

UNROISN FOR PLANT HANGER

Waimea already knows how to tie a half knot and a square knot, so this
exercise is quite simple.),

a) Measure and cut 2 cords of string, each approximately 36" long. Mount
with larkee head knotS onto shorter' string..

Praot ice thaoquare knot for about'3".
o) Alternate tying and holding- cords. '(See T. 6)

d), Practice the "twist" (half knots tied on one side only).

Average time for exercise: 2 or 3'days
4

28

ISse P. 9)





8. nismonon FOR PLA11T MANOR
' Material: Jute

41 Measure and out 64s, each six yards long.
-Put the' ends of tie cords together, double them. There are now 12

-oords for. tying.

'o)' Out another cord approximately 20" long.

d) Follow wrapping itistruotions for making loop. (See P. 7)
e) Divide` the 12 cords into 3 groups. of 4 each. Tie 2 groups ln 2

° c loose knots and leave the 3rd group free (FigUre 19)
f) With the free grolip of 4 cords work about .or 8" of square knots.
g) order to utilise cords equally, change. tying cords and holding

;:cords (See P. 6) and tile 13" of half knottwiste. : (Be sure to leave
-about 1 1/2 n sousing when oil:angina tying h holding cords.)

h) Change tying and holding cords again, (leaving 1 1/2" spacing) and
tie 6" more of square knots. (You will have approximately 16" left
on all four cords.:)

1) 'Tie the other two groups (c' 4 cords each) to correspond with this
first group.

.o

J) To finish: Leave Approximately 5" of spacing on all three groups. ,

Divide 2 adjacent cords from one group -and tie a square knot with the
adjacent 2 cords from the next group. (Figure 20) 4

k) Do this with the other two groups of,cords (you will now have 3
--square knots);

1) Now leave' approximately 3" and repeatthe process. (Figure 21)
m) Leave about 2" and-put all cords together. Finish with a wrapping

or tie ail cords together in one big overhand knot.'

n) :Gut all remaining ends to the same lengthAnd fringe, it desired,
:1)y completely unrailling all ends. (Figure 22)

Average tinis I week

9.,NIMOISM FOR PUREE .(figure 23)

a) 'With string, out 6-cords approximately 1 yard long. Mount on shorter
,Stringwith lark's head knots. (You now have 1 cords for tying.)
*doll 2 rows .of double half hitches. (See P. 10) Tie 1st row
left, to right, tod'rcei, right to left,

O) Make 3 rowkalterniting square knots. (See P. 9)

d) :Mike one rowof,double half hitches.

:Mike one pattern ot",flowers"yith double half hitches. (See P. 11)
f) Mike 1 row double' half hitches.

g) Make 3, rows `of alternating squares knots.

h) Mike.1 row of foUble half hitches. A'
i) Make- alternating double imif,hitches, diagonally. (See Pl. 12)
3) Make 1 row of double hal: hitches. ,

(Continued):





(

-it) Make 3 rows of alternating users knots to fora a triangle.

Row 1; tie3 square knots. _

leave two cords, tie, square knots (2 cords left).

Row 3: leave 4 Cords, tie 1 uare knot (4 cords left.).

1), Make diagonal double half hitches, beginning with lst coal on left

'for holding cord, tie 5 double half hitches to center to point of

a V. Then with let cord on right for holding cord, tie the other

5 oords to the left to/point'of a VS.: Tie both holding, oords together.

Finish by witting all-enas even. Fringe, if desired.

Average time: 2 weeks.

10- INSTRUCTIONS FOR PURSE (Figure 24)

Material: Jute J0(
Cut 20 cords 170" long. Mount on another cord, approximately 14".

long, with lark's head knots.

Wor in alternating square knots for 46 rows.

47th row. Begin the curving for .finishing: Tie 9 square kiots.,

48th ion tie 8 square knots.

49th row: Tie 7 square knots.-

50th row: Tie one row.double halt hitches (very close to the

square knot curve).

Cut'all cords even, leaVing approximately 3 1/2" for fringe.

For handle and .sidesiofipurse:

Out 4 cords 320" long (this is for-a shoulder4length handle).

Mount these 4 cords on the left side'of purse, in the 17th row rs

from the beginning, with lark's head knots. (You will now have

8 cords for tying.)

Tie alternating square knots on the 8 cords, i.e.

1st row: Tie 2 square knots.

2nd row: Leave two cords, tie 1 square knot,, leave two.

Repeat these two rows until it measures approximately 54".

Finishing: Sew, the first 7 inohes to the left side of the purse (two

seams, front and bac ). Then sew the last 7" to the right aide of the

purse (two seams, fr nt and:back). This leaves 40"'for the shoulder

.strap. If a shorter handle is desired, out the cords shorter

accordingly (approx tely six times the desired finished length).

4

Note: Thisls a simple macramS bag for persons who have not. completely

mastered bloat more co plicated than th. square knot. It is a good baiic-

pattern and can be varied in design according to the,traineets capabilities.

If1lfe has mastered the exercise for purse very well, he can use more de-

ed patterns. Figure 25.shows;another design using this belie pattern.

Average time: 2 to 3 weeks.

"4.
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411- unnumons vait*comilp Lai SRAM

Materiali: approximmtely 3 os..of 4-ply yarn.

1 leap shade frame

.

First, roll yarn into a,104.1, ho larger than one that will pass troll

the inside'to the outside of the frame. Tie end of yarn to the top of

frame.

.Wind yarn from top to'bottom of frame,'14ide and outside, keeping

yarn fairly tight and close together (almOst over- lapping at the top,

which is smaller ttlan the bottom o! the frame): (Figure 26)

'Continue until-`'frame is completely covered. Finish by tying in a

'firm knot on the outside, close teiiher the top of bottom.. If it is

lhecessary to use more yarn than the originallail add more yarn by tying

in the same mauler, on the outside, close to. he op of bottom. This will
be covered with a border and no knots will show.

(
Border:

Por the top: Out 6 strands of yarn 8 times"the oircumterinoi of

the top. ''

Cut,a short strand of yarn, 5" or 6 ", tie

together.

Mount the 6.00rds'With lark's head knots. iThere

are now 12 tying oords.)

Maki'"flowers" with diagonel_double half hitohes,

using 6 oords on the left, 1 on the right:,

Continue -until you have enough border for the top.

When tying,with wools tie.the knots len loosely than with

string or jute.),

(rote:

iorthe bottom border:

Repeat-as for top, using Same. proportions (8 x circumference).

SO border to tOp and bottom with the same yarn.- (Figure 27)

-
.

::Averaki time: 1 to 2 weeks.

4
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Por the final pgjiot in 0130 Pinter, Ws bkie tptineee lake a

shoe nit of the seas oleic% yarn'ae the ihadi: JOevei, the

pattern used takes &011ie wbian the trainees hate Maderks part-of the

projects in manual: *Ming. -Sines it may be difficult for others'Ao -

duplpate, it is being'Ommitted iwthese instruotions. Instead, other

auggbItione might ins e:
/

Another type of Mit hamiierA (Pigures 28 .and 29}

A calendar. (Figure Jo) '5-

An evening bag in finer material. (Figure 3r)

A purse.in yarn. (Figure 32)

A picture frmie. 1Figure 3))

Abelt. (Figure 34)
r

Note: There are many other aimplethings that could be

made. The are showi because they.canIe copied

from the photos with the knots already learned.

Thetralhees themselves, tfiencouraged, can come

up with some unieual, oilginal.ideas.

13- pTIOMNIMWAS PORVERFONS WNMANNOT TIE KNOTS
'

Pencil holders for desk. (Figure 35) - .

Begin et;t0.0 t'op:e*Wrap Jute (or othermaterill) around a Uri can that

has first hid white glue (small areas, at a time. Wrap tightly and .

closely. Finiah at thetOttom by tucking end of cord under, the last row., - ',0'

Dodoratemith felt flowers or other designs (they might have to have help

with cutting theft) or dried flowere, weeds, see s or whatever.youhave St

hsa ,,,..-

0

.-

# Noses made fro m popsickle sticks (or a reasonable"

Stack the stioks,ti alterhatinglayere after haw

each bottom end of stick. ;A:lohtinue stacking until des

lid fOliak,by sticks close togaher.. Decorate

facsimileN (Figure 36) .

ieraPPliod glue to

d height. *Mice

lit.

14-.iiI.0SINO WARNS

Because you will. find it neCessary from time to time toimake notes

comoerning'changes, additions, or related infori4ion, the pages are being.
":

printed on one side Ohly.' It is'a highly, desirable practice to Jot down

es6dea or bit.oi ieferAitia1 the moment it is ebncelmed at the place where

it be used
. -

A ,
..

,___

.. . Thcauthor hopeethat this Mantial%is merely a beginning °ciliation. of

.projeots.and ideas eawill'become a storechouse 9finfOrmation. Zn time,.. -

.bYtrial and error, you grill find what -works best for POUR-blind friends:'
,... .,

.
,

. .
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Since 1961 when the Peace Corps was created', sore than 80,000 U.S. citisens.have served
as Volunteers in developing countries? living and working among the people of the Third
tbrld as colleagues and co- workers. lbday 6090 ?CV* are involved in programs designed
to help strengthen local capacity to address,such fundamental concerns as fobd
production, watar supply, soggy development, nutrition and health education and
reforestation.

Loret Miller kuppe, Director
Everett Alvarez, Jr. Deputy"Diractor

Richard B. Abell, Director.,, Office'of Prograbmiig and Training Coordbation

Peace Corps overseas offices:

BELIZE

P.O. Box 487
Belize-City

BENIN
inn
Cotonou

BOTSWANA
P.O. box 93

daborone

CAMEROON.,
BP 417
Yaounde

CENTRAL AFRICAN
REPUBLIC
BP 1080

110plangui"-

CHILE
Cesilla 27-D
Santiago:

COSTA RICA
Apartado Postal

04,266
'San Jose.

t-

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Apartado Postal

1414
Santo Domingo

EASTERN CARRIBBEAN
Including: Wptigua,.
Barbados, Gtanada,
Mhntserrat,

Eittr-Nevis,
St.lucia,St..
Vincent, Dominica
"Sift Court" s'
Bishops Court Hill

P.O. Box 696-C
Bridgetown, Barbados

`ECUADOR
11:17 635-A

Quito, (

PIJI
P.O. Box 1094
Suva

20.1!
SP2098'
Libreville

1c382
Banjul

GHANA
kt.O. Box 5796

Accra (North)

GUATEMALA
Triiiiiaa 1-46
boa 2
Guatemala

HONDURAS'

Apartado Postal
C+51

Tegucigalpa

JAMAICA
tr-7Isgrlove /menus

Kingston 10

KENYA
P.O. Box 30518
Nairobi

LESOTHO
P.O. Box 554

Maseru

L/BERIA
%7177157

Monrovia

MALA
"SOU
Lilongwe

.

MALAYSIA

177 Jalan Raja Muda
Kuala Lumpur

MALI
BP 5

lanako

MAURITANIA
BP 2

Nouakchott

MICRONESIA
P.O. Box 336
Saipan, Mariana
Islands

MOROCCO
1, Rua lansorte
Babas

NEPAL .

P.O. Sox 613
.Kathmandu

NIGER
SP 10537
Niamey

OMAN
P.O. lox 966
Mbscat

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
c/o American babassy
Port Mbresby

? I

PARAGUAY
wrirsitcan ilaba!sgy

Asuiclon

PHILIPPINES
P.O. Box 013013
Manila

RWANDA
Wiraerican Ilabassy
Sisal/

SENEGAL
BP 254
Dakar

SEYCHELLES
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